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Abstract13

This paper presents the first autoregressive with exogenous input (ARX)14

model using energy expenditure, carbohydrates on board, and insulin on15

board as input to predict interstitial glucose (IG). The proposed model may16

be used for predicting IG even during physical activity (PA). A population-17

based model, obtained from a first database composed of 14 type 1 diabetes18

(T1D) patients, achieved a root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 16.7 ± 15.619

mg/dL, on IG prediction (30-min ahead) at the end of a PA, on a second20

database (15 T1D patients). Patient-specific ARX models, obtained on the21

second database, improved prediction accuracy (RMSE = 7.8± 4.5 mg/dL),22

outperforming the results found in the literature.23

Keywords: Interstitial glucose prediction, Physical activity, Energy24

expenditure, Meal, Insulin, T1D.25

1. Introduction26

Type 1 Diabetes (T1D) is a disease, where the insulin-producing cells27

(beta cells) are destroyed by the autoimmune system, causing a failure on28

blood glucose (BG) control. BG > 300 mg/dL may lead to fatigue, nau-29

sea, abdominal pain, excessive thirst, frequent urination and blurred vision.30
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Chronic hyperglycemia (BG > 180 mg/dL) may lead to long-term compli-31

cations affecting eyes, kidneys, nerves and particularly the cardiovascular32

system. BG < 70 mg/dL (hypoglycemia) may lead to seizures, coma, and33

death. In fact, glucose is absorbed into the bloodstream after digestion of34

carbohydrates (CHO) in a meal, i.e., meals provoke an increase in BG. Glu-35

cose is also produced by the liver. Insulin is a hormone that allows glucose36

in the bloodstream to enter into cells, providing them with the energy they37

need to function, i.e., insulin provokes a decrease in BG. In this sense, the38

challenge for patients with T1D is to correctly dose their insulin administra-39

tion in order to maintain their BG level into a target range, typically BG40

∈ [70, 180] mg/dL.41

Interstitial glucose (IG) prediction plays an important role for automat-42

ically maintaining BG level of T1D patients into the targeted range. For43

instance, suspending insulin delivery when predicted IG is lower than a given44

threshold, allows reduction in hypoglycemic events [1, 2]. As an other exam-45

ple, Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithms use predicted IG to optimize46

insulin delivery [3, 4]. In fact, a recently CE marked artificial pancreas (CE47

marking is a symbol of free marketability in the European Economic Area),48

uses IG predictions for regulating BG. For more details on this promising49

technology see [5] and [6]. The reader shall notice, that in this paper we50

make the difference between IG and BG. IG, which is provided by a contin-51

uous glucose monitoring (CGM) system and is highly correlated to BG [7],52

is the measure used by the artificial pancreas to regulate BG.53

There exists a wide variety of models for predicting IG from a variety54

of input variables. In [8], three different model types: autoregressive (AR)55

models, AR models with exogenous input (ARX) and models based on an56

artificial neural network (ANN), were proposed. The AR-based models pro-57

posed in [8] only use IG information to perform IG prediction, whereas ARX58

and ANN-based models proposed in [8] use IG and insulin information. In59

[9], the predictive models receive as input variables IG, meal and insulin data.60

The models consist of a state-space model, an ARX model and an ARMAX61

model (autoregressive moving average with exogenous input). In [10, 11],62

two continuous-time second-order transfer functions are used with one using63

IG and injected insulin as inputs and the other using IG and amount of CHO64

of a meal. In [12], a hybrid model combining physiological (insulin and meal65

sub-models) and black box models (glucose-insulin interaction model and66

interstitial-continuous glucose monitoring model), was proposed. In [13] and67

[14] autoregressive integrated moving-average (ARIMAX) models are used68
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into an MPC algorithm. The two ARIMAX models use IG and injected69

insulin as inputs to predict IG. Prediction horizon in [13] was 100 min. In70

[14] prediction horizon was set to 10 hours. In [15], a state-space model,71

receiving insulin and IG as inputs, is used to predict IG in a horizon of 4572

min. Prediction is used by an MPC algorithm to optimize insulin delivery.73

Previous works are very interesting, but in their IG prediction models, no74

physical activity (PA) information (level, type, or sensor data) was consid-75

ered as input variable. However, it is well-known that PA has a considerable76

effect on BG [16]. Authors in [17] demonstrated that the effect of PA on77

BG depends on the type (aerobic or resistance) and the intensity of the ex-78

ercise. While aerobic physical activities induce a decrease on BG, resistance79

exercises induce an increase. Authors in [18] use a PA tracking watch to80

identify the “net” effect of idle, mild, moderate and intensive PA on BG.81

The aim of these studies was not to physiologically model the effect of PA82

into BG due to the complexity of this task. In fact, PA provokes an increase83

of blood flow in heart, lungs and peripheral tissue and a decrease of flow84

of kidneys and splanchnic organs [19, 20]. Peripheral glucose, insulin up-85

take, and liver’s glucose production are increased during PA [20]. Glycogen86

depletion and replenishment are also affected by the intensity of PA [20].87

Moreover, it is well known that insulin sensitivity is also affected during and88

after PA [21, 22]. Two physiological models considering most of these effects89

were proposed in [20] and [23]. In [20] PA level is measured as a volume per-90

centage of the maximum oxygen consumption (VOMAX
2 ). Depending on the91

VOMAX
2 , redistribution of blood flow, periphery glucose uptake, hepatic glu-92

cose production, and periphery insulin uptake are modulated in their model.93

In [23], PA level is measured indirectly using the heart rate (HR). Depend-94

ing on the HR, insulin-independent glucose clearance, insulin sensitivity (up95

to 22 hours), and glucose uptake are modulated in their model. Although96

these physiological models are very interesting, validation on real patients97

was never performed. The reader shall notice that, it is very difficult to98

quantify the effect of PA on the physiological variables affecting the BG be-99

haviour. In fact, this effect depends on a large variety of factors such as body100

weight, age, sex, physiological condition, patient training level, PA type and101

intensity [16], [21].102

System identification is an alternative solution already used for consider-103

ing the effect of PA in IG prediction. For instance, in [24], a subspace-based104

patient-specific model is proposed for IG prediction on T1D patients during105

30 min of exercise. The model receives CHO, insulin, HR, and respiration106
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rate as inputs. In their model, PA is estimated by using HR, however, it is107

well known that HR is also modulated by stress [25]. This fact may affect108

IG prediction accuracy in some situations. In [26], Dasanayake et al. pro-109

posed, a state-space model, which only receives IG and accelerometer signals110

as inputs. However, their model is only accurate, on IG prediction during111

PA, when heart rate is higher than 30% of the heart rate reserve (HRr). In112

[27], an hybrid model uses as inputs the meal and insulin information, and113

rate of perceived exertion (to consider PA). Since PA is considered through114

the patient perception, model performance may be affected. In [28], a model115

using insulin on board, energy expenditure (computed from accelerometer116

and HR signals) and galvanic skin response as inputs was proposed. The117

model, consisting of an ARMAX model, does not receive meal information118

as input. Therefore, IG prediction accuracy after meals may decrease.119

In this paper, we propose an ARX model that uses energy expenditure120

(EE), insulin on board (IOB), and carbohydrates on board (COB), as inputs121

for predicting IG. EE, computed from both accelerometers and HR signals122

[29], is used to better consider the effect of PA on IG prediction, as demon-123

strated in [28] and [30]. IOB is computed from the output of an insulin pump.124

COB is computed from the CHO declared by the patients. Differently to the125

ARMAX model used in [28], the ARX model proposed in our paper includes126

the COB as input. This fact, allows to consider the effect of CHO, usually127

ingested before and during PA to prevent hypoglycemia, in order to improve128

prediction. Another difference between the ARMAX model presented in [28]129

and our ARX model is the intended use. While the ARMAX model proposed130

in [28] was designed to be used in an artificial pancreas that does not require131

meal announcement, the ARX model proposed in our paper is designed to132

be used in a hybrid closed-loop artificial pancreas. We could discuss the133

advantages and disadvantages of both approaches (meal announcement vs134

unannounced meal), but this is not the aim of this paper. The aim of this135

paper is to improve IG prediction during and after physical activities.136

In this sense, originality of the proposed ARX model is the fact of using137

EE, IOB, and COB as inputs variables. We consider that the use of these138

three variables, usually modulated during (EE, IOB, COB) and after (IOB,139

COB) a PA, may improve IG predictions.140

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a detailed141

description of the experimental protocols to acquire the two databases used in142

this paper. Section 3 describes the proposed ARX model, and the validation143

tests. Results, presented in Section 4, are discussed in Section 5. Finally,144
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Section 6 presents the conclusions of the study.145

2. Database description146

Two different databases were used in this paper to estimate and validate147

the proposed ARX model. The first database was acquired from a clinical148

protocol where patients performed a single PA, namely “SPA protocol”. The149

second database was acquired from a clinical protocol where patients per-150

formed four PAs, namely, “FPA protocol”. These protocols were approved151

by the “French Ethics Committee” and the “French National Agency for152

Medicines and Health Products Safety (ANSM)”.153

2.1. SPA database description154

T1D patients (N = 35, age > 18 years old, HbA1c < 10%) already treated155

by insulin pump, were included in the clinical protocol, which was performed156

on 7 centers in France, in 2012.157

After two visits, inclusion analysis and installation/calibration of two con-158

tinuous glucose monitoring systems (Dexcom R© SEVEN R© PLUS), patients159

were hospitalized during 25 hours. Fig. 1 illustrates the SPA experimental160

procedure.161

Patients arrived at 18:30 in the afternoon. An intravenous catheter, an162

insulin pump (JewelPUMPTM), an accelerometer (hip-worn GT3X+, Acti-163

Graph), and a PA monitoring system (Actiheart, CamNtech) were placed.164

Meals were taken at fixed hours (20:00, 8:00 and 12:00). Patients performed165

a PA at 15:00 during 30 min. The required PA, which consists of a step test,166

was performed at moderate intensity according to each patient. From the167

35 initial patients, fourteen patients wearing the accelerometer and the HR168

monitoring system were included on this study. According to the proposed169

PA protocol, patients reduced basal insulin rate during the half hour of PA170

+ 2 hours. Moreover, when patient risked hypoglycemia (based on current171

and previous CGM measures), snacks were ingested and declared by patient.172

Fig. 2 shows, for one patient of the SPA database, data set acquired173

during the second day of visit 3 of this experimentation. We can observe174

that 1) HR and counts per minutes (CPM), increase during PA (PA started175

at 15:00), 2) for this patient, HR and CPM also increase between 10:00176

and 11:00, which indicates that this patient performed an undeclared PA,177

3) meal have an important and delayed effect on IG (IG increases around178

40 min after meal), 4) as already mentioned, insulin basal rate is reduced179
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Figure 1: SPA study procedure was performed on visit 3. Subjects arrived at 18:30 and
took dinner at 20:00 of day 1 of visit 3. On day 2 of visit 3, patients took breakfast and
meal at 8:00 and 12:00, respectively, and performed a PA at 15:00 during 30 min.

when the patient started the PA in order to prevent hypoglycemia. More180

precisely, the aim of Fig. 2 is to illustrate data set used in this work to181

estimate (order selection and parameter estimation) the ARX model, i.e.,182

data set ∈ [tPA− 360, tPA + 120] min, where tPA is the time at which PA was183

started. This time interval was used on all the patients of the SPA database.184

2.2. FPA database description185

T1D patients (N=36, age > 18 years old, 7.5 % < HbA1c < 9.5 %),186

already treated by insulin pump, and able to practice at least one PA during187

3 days, were included in the clinical protocol, which was performed in 9188

centers in France, in 2016.189

This study was performed in 3 visits (see Fig. 3). During the first visit,190

inclusion was performed, CGM system (DexcomTM Share AP, Dexcom Inc.,191

San Diego, CA) was installed and calibrated, patients were instructed on the192

CGM system utilization, patients were randomized on 2 groups, and dates193

for visits 2 and 3 were established.194

Visit 2 was done two days before the main visit (V3). An accelerometer195

(hip-worn GT3X+, ActiGraph), and a PA monitoring system (Actiheart,196

CamNtech) were placed.197
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Figure 2: Data set (of a SPA database patient) used in this work for modeling (from 5:00
in the morning to 17:00 in the afternoon). Breakfast, and meal were taken at 8:00, and
12:00, respectively. Patients performed a PA at 15:00 during 30 min.
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Figure 3: FPA study procedure was performed on 3 visits. During the main visit patients
arrived at 8:00 and stayed in the research center during 3 days, and performed 4 physical
activities (PA1, PA2, PA3, and PA4).

Concerning the visit 3 (see Fig. 3), patients arrived to the research center198

at 8:00 (after taking breakfast at home), and spent 72 hours in the research199

center. If patients were in group A, they used a closed-loop Diabeloop artifi-200

cial pancreas, i.e., the CGM DexcomTM Share AP, the smartphone Samsung201

(integrating the Diabeloop AP algorithm), and the insulin pump Cellnovo.202

If patients were in group B, they used open loop, i.e., the CGM DexcomTM
203

Share AP and, their own insulin pump and usual treatment. Acquisition204

systems were started at 10:00.205

During visit 3, patients performed daily physical activities, but also some206

imposed physical activities. Meals, of various CHO quantities, were taken207

at the same hours during the three days. Imposed physical activities were208

performed at fixed hours. Intensity and duration of physical activities were209

not the same during the three days of the visit. When PA started 3h after210

meal, each patient reduced the insulin basal rate at 50 or 80 % of the current211

basal rate, depending on the PA intensity, 30 to 60 min before starting the212

PA. When PA started within the 3h after meal, bolus correcting meal was213

reduced. When required (hypoglycemia risk), snacks were ingested and de-214

clared by the patient. From the 36 initial patients, fifteen patients wearing215

the accelerometer and the heart rate monitoring system were included on216

this study.217
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Fig. 4 displays, for one patient of the FPA database, data set acquired218

during the 3 days of visit 3. We can observe that patients performed a PA219

during day 1 (PA1), a PA during day 2 (PA2), and two PAs during day 3220

(PA3 and PA4). We can also observe that when patient risked hypoglycemia,221

snacks were ingested (see small increases in CHO, in the third CHO panel).222

In both protocols (SPA and FPA), CGM calibration was performed 1)223

at the installation phase by two BG measurements, 2) when instructed by224

the 12-hour CGM calibration prompt, and 3) when the CGM reading was225

inaccurate. In SPA protocol and the main visit of FPA protocol, BG was226

measured, by a glucose meter, at least every hour, but also every 15 min227

during meals, PA, hypoglycemia, and hyperglycemia.228

In both protocols (SPA and FPA), IG was acquired every 5 min, de-229

clared PA, declared CHO, insulin basal rate, bolus, and HR (computed from230

electrocardiogram) were sampled every min. Accelerometer signals were con-231

verted in counts per minute. Finally all the signals were preprocessed and232

re-sampled to a sampling period of 10 min, which is the sampling period used233

in the proposed ARX model.234

The 14 patients of the SPA protocol and the 15 patients of the FPA235

protocol, used in this study (good quality of CGM, CPM, and HR signals),236

were different. In fact, SPA and FPA protocols were performed on different237

years (2012 and 2016).238

In both studies (SPA and FPA), CHO and PA type, were declared by the239

patients.240

3. The proposed ARX model241

This section presents the ARX model proposed in this paper. Differently242

to the black box models found in the literature (for instances [28, 30, 26, 24]),243

the proposed ARX model uses EE, IOB, and COB as inputs to improve IG244

prediction. These inputs allow to consider 1) the intensity and duration of245

a PA, 2) the delivered insulin which is modulated (before and during PA)246

to reduce the risk of hypoglycemia, and 3) the CHO, usually ingested before247

and during PA to prevent hypoglycemia. Notice that these are important248

factors affecting BG dynamic.249
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Figure 4: Data set (of a FPA database patient) used in this work for modeling (estimation
and/or validation). Initialization was performed at 10:00. Breakfast, meal and dinner were
taken at 8:00, 12:00, and 19:00, respectively. Patients performed a PA at 17:00 during 30
min or 45 min. Patients also performed a PA at 12:00 of day 3.
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3.1. ARX structure250

In system identification, ARX models are among the most used black box251

structures due to their simplicity [31, 32]. The ARX model is given by (1).252

y[k] = aTyk−1 + bTuk−nk + e[k] (1)

where k is the current sample. Both a = [a1, . . . , ana] and b = [b1, . . . , bnb]253

are the model parameters. The regressors yk−1 = [y[k − 1], . . . , y[k − na]]254

are the previous outputs on which the current output (y[k]) depends. The255

regressors uk−nk = [u[k − nk], . . . , u[k − nk − nb+ 1]] are the delayed inputs256

on which the current output depends. The parameters na and nb are the257

orders of the ARX model, nk is the time delay (expressed in samples) before258

the input affects the output, also called the dead time of the system. Finally,259

e[k] is a noisy value.260

3.2. Proposed ARX model structure261

ARX models may be used for representing multiple-input and single-262

output (MISO) systems. In this paper, the proposed ARX model, given263

by (2), receives as inputs the IOB computed according to (3), the COB264

computed according to (4), and the EE computed according to (6). The265

black box model in (2) will determine the temporal relations that may exist266

between the inputs IOB, COB, EE and the output IG. Model parameters267

are estimated from MISO data in order to dynamically represent the effect268

of inputs into IG.269

ŷIG[k] = aTyIG
k−1 + bTuEE

k−nk1
+ cTuIOB

k−nk2
+ dTuCOB

k−nk3
(2)

The ARX model, proposed in this paper, used a sampling period of 10 min,270

according to previous works found in the literature [9, 28]. However, predic-271

tions may be performed every 5 min (sampling period of IG), i.e., every 5272

min the ARX model resamples the past signals to 10 min in order to predict273

IG [10, 20, 30, · · · , N ] min ahead. In this paper we present examples of 30,274

60 and 120 min ahead IG predictions.275

3.3. Model inputs276

3.3.1. IOB input277

The IOB refers to the injected insulin (bolus and basal), that is still to278

have an effect on the BG. The IOB is computed as a convolution:279

uIOB[n] =
K∑
k=0

I[n− k]hIOB[k] (3)
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where I[k] is the quantity of insulin in mU delivered by the insulin pump at280

the k-th time index.281

3.3.2. COB input282

In the same spirit, the COB refers to the portion of the meal that is still283

to have an effect on the IG. The COB is computed as a similar convolution:284

uCOB[n] =
K∑
k=0

CHO[n− k]hCOB[k] (4)

where CHO[k] is the quantity of CHO in g ingested at the k-th time index.285

As already mentioned, CHO were declared by the patients.286

In (3) and (4), K = 144 to consider 24h of data, and h[k] = h[kτs] with287

τs = 10 min, is given by (5):288

h[k] =

[
1 +

k

τ

]
e−

k
τ . (5)

τ = 50 min in (3) was set from a population-based study (SPA protocol),289

where insulinemia was measured every 10 min during a given period. τ = 40290

min in (4) was empirically set. We considered the fact that CHO have usually291

a faster effect on IG than insulin.292

3.3.3. EE input293

The EE is computed from accelerometer and HR signals, according to294

(6).295

uEE =


α1HRr + β1, if HRr ≥ SHRr ,

α2LC + β2 , if HRr < SHRr and LC < SLC,

α3LC + β3 , if HRr < SHRr and LC ≥ SLC.

(6)

where α1 = 5.45, β1 = −66.09, α2 = 256.09, β2 = −0.13, α3 = 85.99,296

β3 = 82.39 are the model parameters. SHRr = 40 bpm and SLC = 0.5 are297

the cut points obtained from a population-based approach. LC is a linear298

combination of the normalized values of HRr and CPM, computed as:299

LC = θ1CPM + θ2HRr .

where HRr = HR− resting HR, CPM are the counts per minute (a quantity300

derived from the accelerometer signal [33]).301

Notice that, in this model, PA information declared by the patients is not302

used to compute EE. For more details on model (6) see [29].303
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3.4. Model orders and delays304

The orders (na, nb, nc, and nd) and delays (nk1, nk2, and nk3) of the305

ARX model proposed in this paper, were obtained by a standard system306

identification methodology, described in the following.307

1) na, nb, nc, nd, nk1, nk2, and nk3 are changed among a given range of308

values,309

2) each time that na, nb, nc, nd, nk1, nk2, or nk3 changes, model param-310

eters are estimated, by the classical least squares algorithm (7), and an311

associated Akaike final prediction error (FPE) is computed by (8).312

θ̂ = (XTX)−1XTy, (7)

where X is the regression matrix, y is a N × 1 vector of outputs (IG in313

this case), and θ̂ represents the estimated parameters.314

FPE =
1 + d/N

1− d/N
(

1

N
e(k, θ̂)(e(k, θ̂))T ), (8)

where N is the number of values in the estimation data set, e(t, θ̂) is a315

vector of prediction errors, and d is the number of estimated parameters316

(θ̂).317

3) the model structure (orders and delays) leading the lowest final predic-318

tion error is chosen as the best candidate. Notice that by using this319

selection criteria (8) the overparametrization is penalized.320

Database used for choosing the model structure (orders and delays) was321

the SPA database. Datasets into the span [tPA − 360 min, tPA + 120 min]322

sampled at τ = 10 min, were used for training.323

Accordingly with the system identification procedure described above:324

1) model orders and delays were changed in the ranges: na ∈ [1, 10], nb ∈325

[7, 8], nc ∈ [10, 15], nd ∈ [10, 15], nk1 ∈ [1, 2], nk2 ∈ [1, 2], nk3 ∈ [1, 3];326

2) each time that a given set of orders and delays was set: a) a regression327

matrix was constructed for each patient, b) the regression matrix of aull328

patients was concatenated, c) a model (parameters) was estimated, by the329

least squares algorithm, and d) a final prediction error associated with such330

model is computed; 3) finally, the model structure (orders and delays na = 3,331
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nb = 5, nc = 11, nd = 7, and nk1 = nk2 = nk3 = 2), yielding the lowest final332

prediction error was chosen as the best candidate. It is interesting to notice333

that the selected model structure allows to consider the effect of IOB in the334

interval [t - 130 min, t - 20 min], and the effect of COB in the interval [t -335

90 min, t - 20 min]. These time intervals cover the periods where insulin [34]336

and CHO [35] have the most important effect on BG.337

3.5. ARX validation tests338

The goals of the validation tests presented in this paper are 1) to evaluate339

the possibility of proposing a population-based ARX model, 2) to verify the340

hypothesis on ARX models stating that performance of personalized ARX341

models may increase as the number of quality-training-data increases, and342

3) to test the improvement achieved by using the three regressors.343

3.5.1. Test 1: The population-based ARX model obtained from the SPA database344

is evaluated on the FPA database345

As a first approach, we evaluated the possibility of using an ARX model346

for predicting IG in any T1D adult patient. In this sense, ARX parameters347

(a,b, c, and d in (2)) are obtained from data sets on which model orders and348

delays were chosen. Similar to the model structure selection, the concate-349

nated regression matrix was used to obtain the SPA population-based ARX350

parameters. Then, the population-based (PB) model was used for predicting351

IG on the 15 patients of the FPA database, during 30, 60 and 120 min, after352

the physical activity (PA3) was started (see Fig. 4).353

3.5.2. Test 2: Increasing ARX performance by increasing training data354

We hypothesize, according to literature [36], that black box models per-355

formance may increase, if the number of quality-available-training data in-356

creases. In this sense, patient-specific ARX models were obtained on the357

FPA database from:358

a) a single data set (T1), i.e., data around PA1, PA2, or PA4 is used359

separately for training;360

b) on two data sets (T2), i.e., data around PA1 and PA2, PA1 and PA4,361

or PA2 and PA4 is used for training;362

c) on three data sets (T3), i.e., data around PA1, PA2, and PA4 is used363

for training.364
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We refer to data around a given PA, as a set of 8 hours of data into the365

span [tPAi − 60, tPAi + 360 min], where tPAi is the time at which one of the366

physical activities PA1, PA2 or PA4 was started. In this sense models T1367

are trained on 8 hours of data, T2 models are trained on 16 hours of data,368

and T3 models are trained on 24 hours of data.369

Finally, T1, T2, and T3 ARX models were used for predicting IG, into370

the span [tPA3, tPA3+30 min], [tPA3, tPA3+60 min], and [tPA3, tPA3+120 min].371

3.5.3. Test 3: Improvement achieved by the use of the three variables (insulin,372

meal, and EE)373

On the FPA database, we obtained 1) T3 models using COB, IOB, and374

EE as inputs, 2) T3 models using only COB and IOB as inputs (NEE), 3) T3375

models using only EE and IOB as inputs (NCOB), and 4) T3 models using376

only EE and COB as inputs (NIOB). Models T3, NEE, NCOB, and NIOB,377

are compared in order to show the improvement reached by the use of three378

simultaneous variables as inputs of the ARX models.379

3.6. Performance indicator380

Performance indicator used for measuring model accuracy is the root-381

mean-square error (RMSE), given by:382

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
n=1

(yIG[n]− ŷIG[n])2 , (9)

which is a standard indicator used in IG prediction [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. In (9),383

yIG[n] and ŷIG[n], are the measured and predicted IG at instant n, respec-384

tively. Since in tests described above the ARX models are used for predicting385

IG during 30, 60, and 120 min, and the sampling period was 10 min, then386

N = 3, 6, and 12, respectively.387

P-value, computed by Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs signed-rank test [37], which388

is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test, was used for validation on test389

3, described above.390

4. Results391

Parameters of the proposed PB ARX model were a1 = 1.67, a2 = −0.74,392

a3 = 0.06, b1 = −1.03, b2 = 1.87, b3 = −0.71, b4 = 1.35, b5 = −0.12,393

c1 = 3.39e−4, c2 = −1.09e−4, c3 = −0.34e−4, c4 = −3.02e−4, c5 = 3.82e−4,394
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Figure 5: Parameters of the personalized ARX models derived from T3 models. Since
parameters were personalized for 15 patients, each box is composed of 15 points, i.e.,
each parameter can take 15 values. Parameters of the PB model are also displayed (blue
points), representing the value of each parameter.

c6 = −3.73e−4, c7 = −1.19e−4, c8 = 2.63e−4, c9 = −1.26e−4, c10 = 3.37e−4,395

c11 = −1.74e−4, d1 = 0.57e−2, d2 = −0.73e−2, d3 = 0.45e−2, d4 = −0.08e−2,396

d5 = −0.59e−2, d6 = 0.98e−2, and d7 = −0.54e−2.397

Fig. 5 displays the parameters of the 15 patient-specific ARX models398

(boxplots) obtained for T3 models. On the same figure, parameters of the399

population-based ARX model (PB-model) are also represented (single blue400

points).401

We observe in Fig. 5 that all the parameters of the PB model are inside402

the boxplots, i.e., min and max values of each parameter of the T3 models.403

Moreover, the parameters a3,b, c, and d are inside the interquartile range,404

i.e., first and third quartiles. We see that the coefficients a1, a2 are roughly405

opposite, which means that, as expected, the prediction is sensitive to the406
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Table 1: RMSE (mean ± standard deviation) computed for IG prediction during 30, 60
and 120 min, performed by models T3, T2, T1, and PB.

Model 30 min 60 min 120 min
(mg/dL) (mg/dL) (mg/dL)

T3 7.75± 4.51 15.86± 9.61 35.24± 19.52
T2 8.94± 6.17 19.11± 12.24 41.22± 28.01
T1 21.82± 17.02 81.78± 120.61 327.04± 473.29
PB 16.70± 15.56 31.67± 25.84 44.50± 30.45

Table 2: P-values, by Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs signed-rank test, from comparisons between
RMSE reached by the model T3 and the models NEE, NCOB, and NIOB, on IG prediction
during 30, 60 and 120 min.

Model 30 min 60 min 120 min
NEE 0.03 0.04 0.28

NCOB 0.35 0.30 0.04
NIOB 0.52 0.21 0.08

current IG slope. Since the proposed ARX model is a black box model, more407

explanation on the meaning of the rest of parameters may not be given.408

Fig. 6 (left) shows results of tests 1 and 2. Performance reached by the409

ARX models obtained from different training data sets are represented by410

boxplots T3, T2, and T1, respectively. Performance of the SPA population-411

based ARX model is represented by boxplot PB. Table 1 presents (mean412

± standard deviation) RMSE on IG prediction during 30, 60 and 120 min,413

performed by each model.414

Fig. 6 (right) displays results of test 3, i.e., RMSE reached by models T3,415

NEE, NCOB, and NIOB. Table 2 displays p-values (obtained by Wilcoxon416

Matched-Pairs signed-rank test) of the comparison between the T3 models417

and the NEE, NCOB, and NIOB models, on IG prediction during 30, 60,418

and 120 min.419

Finally, Fig. 7 illustrates a representative example of 30 min ahead IG420

prediction, performed by the proposed T3 model (considering EE, IOB, and421

COB as inputs), on one patient of the FPA database. As already mentioned,422

even if the ARX model uses a sampling period of 10 min, IG prediction may423

be performed every 5min, as is the case in this example.424
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Figure 6: (left) Performance on IG prediction by ARX models trained on 1, 2, and 3
data sets, i.e., T1, T2, and T3, respectively. Model trained on the SPA population is
also included (PB). Models are used for predicting IG during 30 min (top panel), 60
min (middle panel), and 120 min (bottom panel). (right) Performance on IG prediction
by ARX models, trained on 3 data sets. Models T3 uses EE, COB and IOB as inputs.
Models NEE uses COB and IOB. Models NCOB uses EE and IOB as inputs. Models
NIOB uses EE and COB as inputs. The four models are used for predicting IG during 30
min (top panel), 60 min (middle panel), and 120 min (bottom panel).
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Figure 7: IG prediction 30 min ahead, by a patient-specific ARX model using as inputs
EE, COB, and IOB (i.e. a T3 model). Every 5 min, the ARX model uses re-sampled
signals (10 min) to predict IG 30 min ahead.

5. Discussion425

Fig. 5 shows that parameters of the population-based ARX model, ob-426

tained from the SPA database, are within the ranges of parameters of the427

patient-specific ARX models obtained from the FPA database. Therefore,428

performance reached by the PB model is good (compared with the obtained429

patient-specific models) for IG predictions (during 30, 60, and 120 min) on430

the FPA database. In fact, in [26], authors reported an average mean abso-431

lute error (MAE), over 15 patients, during 30 min of IG predictions (during432

PA) of 19.7 mg/dL. The PB model proposed in this paper reached an aver-433

age MAE of 14.93 mg/dL, over 15 patients, during 30 min of IG prediction.434

Considering these results we can conclude that the proposed PB model is435

more accurate than the model presented in [26]) on 30-min IG predictions.436

But the two models were not developed under the same conditions and for437

the same goal: 1) the model that we propose in this paper allows IG pre-438

diction during and out of PA periods, whereas the model proposed in [26] is439

only accurate on PA periods; 2) the model proposed in this paper uses EE440

(from HR and accelerometer signals), IOB, and COB (from CHO declared441

by the patient) as exogenous inputs, whereas the model proposed in [26]442

only uses accelerometer signals; 3) experiments in [26] were different of those443

performed in this paper. In fact, this is the first time that SPA and FPA444
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protocols are reported in a paper. For these reasons, a true comparison may445

not be established.446

Fig. 6 (left) allows us to demonstrate that performance of patient-specific447

ARX models increases if the number of training data increases. We can448

observe that, for T3 models trained on 24 hours of data, the RMSE on IG449

prediction during 30, 60 and 120 min is lower than RMSE obtained by models450

T2 and T1, i.e., models trained on 16 and 8 hours of data, respectively. Table451

1 confirms these results quantitatively. Mean RMSE reached by T3 models is452

three times lower than the one obtained by models T1 on IG prediction during453

30 min, five times lower on IG prediction 60 min ahead and nine times lower454

on IG predictions 120 min ahead. Comparing T3 and T2 models, difference455

in performance is less important than that observed while comparing T3 and456

T1 models, but T3 models remain more accurate.457

Fig. 6 (right) shows that models using EE, COB and IOB as inputs are458

more accurate than those models using only IOB and COB, on 30 and 60 min459

ahead IG predictions. A p-value lower than 0.05 was found, when evaluating460

the difference between T3 and NEE models. However, a p-value = 0.28 was461

found on IG prediction during 120 min. These results may be interpreted as462

follows. When a T1D patient performs a PA, the use of EE as input in the463

models is very important (during PA and even 30 min after PA). However,464

when the effect of the performed PA is reduced (120 min after PA), the465

use of EE as input is less important, but, as showed in Fig. 6 (right), still466

allows improvement in performance. Concerning the effect of suppressing467

the COB input or the IOB input of the models, T3 models reached better468

performance than NCOB and NIOB models on the three prediction horizons,469

but difference was not significative.470

Finally, Fig. 7 shows an example on 30 min ahead IG prediction, by the471

T3 model during a day (day 3 of visit 3 of the FPA protocol shown in Fig.472

3). We can observe that the proposed model is good for predicting IG during473

PA but also out of PA. Therefore we consider that this model may be used474

on any application where 30 min ahead IG prediction is required, regardless475

of whether or not, the patients is performing a PA.476

In fact, other works have reported results on 30 min ahead IG prediction477

by linear black box models. In [8] an AR model, using only IG information478

as input, reached a RMSE ranged between 14.0 and 21.6 mg/dL, whereas an479

ARX model, using IG and insulin information as inputs, reached a RMSE480

ranged between 13.3 and 18.8 mg/dL. These results are promising, however,481

estimation and validation were done on a virtual population, and the model482
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was not confronted to the complex dynamics of IG on real T1D patients. In483

[9], a state-space model, receiving meal and insulin data as input variables,484

reached a RMSE = 18.08 mg/dL on IG prediction 30 min ahead, on a real485

T1D patient. In [12] a model combining physiological and black box models,486

reached RMSE of 19.1, 19.5, and 21.1 mg/dL on IG prediction during 20,487

40, and 60 min, respectively. The reader shall notice that similar to our488

model, in these works insulin and IG information is automatically acquired489

by an insulin pump and a CGM system, respectively. CHO information is490

manually reported by the patients. However, experiments performed in these491

works (PA is not considered) are different to those performed in our study.492

Therefore, a comparison between results reported by the other works and493

ours may not be fair. But, RMSE reached by our models, using EE, COB,494

and IOB as inputs, trained on 24 hours of data (i.e., T3 models), on IG495

prediction during 30 and 60 min (RMSE = 7.75 ± 4.51 and RMSE = 15.86496

± 9.61, respectively), on 15 T1D patients, show the interest of this paper.497

5.1. Limitations498

The main limitation of the study is that models were performed and499

validated on two databases composed of adult patients. Then, we can not500

assure that proposed models will accurately predict IG on children or ado-501

lescent patients. Other limitation of the proposed model is the inability to502

accommodate for disturbances that may occurs in the prediction horizon.503

In fact, predictions are based on past and current data, then future meals504

and physical activities will not be considered on the IG prediction. Other505

limitation is the fact of using IOB and COB time constants at fixed val-506

ues (one population-based and the other empirically chosen). In fact, these507

time constants, which are patient dependent variables, may affect IG predic-508

tion performed by the proposed models. Another, limitation of the proposed509

model is that insulin sensitivity, which is also a patient dependent variable510

that varies during the day, is not considered by the model. This limita-511

tion may be overcome by adapting the model parameters during the day512

[8]. Finally, a limitation concerns the heart rate and accelerometer sensors513

errors. For instance, in Fig. 4 (bottom panel) some sensors errors (HR < 50514

bpm) are displayed. Although sensors signals were processed on this work,515

online signal processing may not lead to the same results. This limitation516

will be overcome with the advance of sensor technologies (measurements and517

connectivity).518
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6. Conclusion519

This paper presented ARX models for predicting IG during and after PA.520

We showed that a population-based ARX model may be used for predicting521

IG 30 min ahead with an acceptable accuracy. We demonstrated that per-522

formance of the ARX models increases when the number of training data523

increases. This result is very interesting, since on T1D patients using an524

artificial pancreas, the number of quality training data will increase through525

time. However, patients’ physiology also evolves though time, then training526

data should be correctly chosen. In fact, data collected a long time ago may527

not be representative of the patient’s BG dynamics. Finally, we showed the528

interest of using meal, insulin, and physical activity information as inputs to529

increases performance on IG prediction during and after PA. In fact, current530

models found in the literature are limited to predicting IG during PA (insulin531

or meal are not used as inputs), or out of a PA (EE is not used as input).532

The fact of considering the 3 variables as inputs, allows the proposed model533

to perform accurate IG predictions during and out of PA.534
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